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YouTube Video Links:  

https://boardgamegeek.com/video/7517/bottle-imp/dice-tower-reviews-bottle-imp 
 
https://youtu.be/4kQUuE15Ozw 
 
Number of Players: 2-4 Players (Best: 3) 
Ages: 10 and UP 
Play Time: 30 minutes 
 

https://boardgamegeek.com/video/7517/bottle-imp/dice-tower-reviews-bottle-imp
https://youtu.be/4kQUuE15Ozw
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The Bottle Imp: In this trick-taking game based on the short story by Robert Louis Stevenson of the 
same name, the goal is to gain the most points over a series of hands (usually the goal is set to 200 pts). 
Cards are numbered 1-37 and are found in three colors, red (comprising largely the highest numbers), 
blue (mostly in the middle) and yellow (mostly the lowest numbers) with colors being analogous to the 
suit in a standard deck. There is one neutral card, the 19, that sets the "price of the bottle." 
 
The entire deck is dealt to the three or four players in the game and then, similarly to hearts, cards are 
exchanged and a card is played to the bottle. As per the usual elements of a trick taking game, players 
must follow suit if possible with high card taking the trick (regardless of suit). The unique feature about 
this game however is how trump is determined. Any card of value lower than the current price of the 
bottle (starting with 19) is considered "trump" and will win the trick. If multiple cards are less than the 
current bottle price, the card valued closest to the current price (so highest card below the bottle) takes 
the trick AND THE BOTTLE, the bottle price is adjusted by the player taking the card that represents the 
current bottle price and replacing it with the card they used to win the trick. Thus the price of the bottle 
will decrease with each trump card played, and the bottle is increasingly harder to win/purchase. 
Ownership of the bottle will pass from player to player and the number of possible trump cards will 
decrease both as a factor of cards being played and cards being skipped as the bottle price descends. 
One player will be stuck with the bottle at the end of a hand (when players have played all the cards in 
their hands). 
 
Cards have point values from 1-6 (not directly based on numerical value), at the end of the hand players 
will score points for the cards of tricks they've won, except the player who holds the bottle who will 
score NEGATIVE points for all the cards played to the bottle at the beginning, scoring nothing for the 
cards they won during the hand. Play continues until the point goal is reached. 

Source: https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/619/bottle-imp 
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